Lynx Spinal Brace
Dual Coding
Most BDO spinal braces are dual-coded by PDAC. That means that are designed to be dispensed as is (OTS) or to be custom fitted by an experienced professional.

The polymer plates may be heat remolded to conform to the torso. For other custom modifications, see www.bluedortho.com.

Ask Us About
• Custom-branding
• Becoming a sales representative

Warranty
Blue Diamond Orthopedic warranties its spinal braces for six months.

Satisfaction
When you fit a Panther Brace, you’ll be rewarded with the gratitude of trusting patients and the respect of referring physicians.
The Lynx spinal brace is made of reinforced elastic with polymer plates in pockets. Two-stage elastic cinching allows for easy compression. You might say, “It’s a cinch to cinch.”

The orthopedic latex-free elastic offers ventilation for cool comfort as it contours itself to any body shape.

The molded polymer control plates are heat remoldable.

The Lynx MP (pictured this page) is available in two heights, standard and tall.

The Lynx SP (pictured on back) is identical to the standard Lynx MP, except it adds a tall LSO back insert.

Lynx MP - PDAC approved L0627/L0642
Lynx SP - PDAC approved L0631/L0648
SPECIFICATIONS

- Double-thickness breathable elastic
- Conforms to any body shape
- Dual cinch straps with pull handles

SIZES

- Small 26” - 32”
- Medium 30” - 37”
- Large 34” - 41”
- X-Large 38” - 47”
- 2X-Large 44” - 54”
- 3X-Large 50” - 62”
- 4X-Large 56” - 68”

PDAC APPROVED

- Lynx MP: L0627 Custom Fit
- Lynx MP: L0642 Off the Shelf (OTS)
- Lynx SP: L0631 Custom Fit
- Lynx SP: L0648 Off the Shelf (OTS)

OPTIONS

- 0°, 5°, 15°, or 25° lordosis
- Standard or Pendulous anterior
  **Bolded** is default configuration